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The one loop correction to the SUSY Ward-Takahashi identity is calculated on the lattice with a Wilson
fermion. The supersymmetry on the lattice is broken explicitly by the gluino mass and the lattice artifact. We
should fine-tune the parameters in the theory to the point given by the additive mass correction in order to
eliminate the breaking effect of the lattice artifact. It is shown that the additive mass correction appearing from
the SUSY Ward-Takahashi identity coincide with that from the axial U(1)R symmetry, as suggested by Curci
and Veneziano. Two important symmetries of the super Yang-Mills theory can be recovered simultaneously in
the continuum with a single fine-tuning. The operator mixing of the supercurrent is also investigated. We find
that the supercurrent mixes only with a gauge-invariant current Tm which is related to the gamma-trace
anomaly.
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There has been great progress in the nonperturbative un-
derstanding of the low-energy behavior of N51 supersym-
metric ~SUSY! QCD @1#. The analysis is based on global
symmetry and the holomorphy of the superpotential and we
can derive the nonperturbative form of the superpotential.
This is quite satisfactory when we investigate the vacuum
structure of the theory. However, when it is required to un-
derstand the low-energy particle spectrum, including excited
states or the influence of the Ka¨hler potential, this method is
insufficient and some other nonperturbative method is re-
quired.
The lattice regularization when applied to a supersymmet-
ric theory breaks its supersymmetry explicitly. This is mainly
caused by the artifact of the lattice regularization itself and
the fermion problem on the lattice. However the ability of
the lattice field theory to perform the path integration non-
perturbatively with the Monte Carlo method is so fascinating
that several efforts have been made to resolve the difficulty
of SUSY on the lattice. These attempts are classified into two
types. One is to realize a SUSY on the lattice which corre-
sponds to the ordinary supersymmetry in the continuum limit
@2–4#. Although this method is beautiful in construction and
can extract a peculiar feature of the model due to supersym-
metry before taking the continuum limit in principle, it is
applicable only to the free Wess-Zumino model up to now.
In order to treat the N51 supersymmetric Yang-Mills
~SYM! theory, whose component fields ~gluon and gluino!
are forced to stay at different places ~links and sites! on
lattice to keep the gauge symmetry, we need the second
method. In this method we do not persist in the supersym-
metry and discretize the theory straightforwardly making use
of the well-known actions on the lattice. The SUSY is recov-
ered only in the continuum @5#. This restoration of supersym-
metry is not automatic and the discussion in Ref. @5# is as
follows.
The SYM theory has two important global symmetries in
the continuum. One is supersymmetry and the other is axial
U(1)R symmetry which is broken by the anomaly. Both
symmetries are broken explicitly when the theory is regular-0556-2821/2000/63~1!/014502~10!/$15.00 63 0145ized on the lattice with the Wilson plaquette action for the
gluon and the Wilson fermion action for the gluino. The
source of this symmetry breaking is classified into the intro-
duction of a gluino mass which cannot be forbidden in the
Wilson fermion and the lattice artifacts of discretization.
This explicit breaking effect of the lattice artifacts is given
by irrelevant operators in the Ward-Takahashi ~WT! identity
and vanishes in the continuum at tree level. However, when
a quantum correction comes into play this term usually pro-
duces an additive correction. It is required to fine-tune sev-
eral parameters of the theory in order to recover the symme-
try in the continuum. Although this fine-tuning should be
performed independently for each symmetry, we have only
one parameter ~gluino mass! in N51 SYM which we can
freely tune. It was discussed by Curci and Veneziano @5# that
both symmetries are restored simultaneously with a single
fine-tuning of the gluino mass to the chiral U(1)R symmetric
point. Several Monte Carlo studies of SYM theory have been
done along this line @6–11# to reproduce the prediction of the
low-energy effective theory @12,13#.
In this paper we formulate the N51 SYM theory on lat-
tices with the Wilson plaquette and the Wilson fermion ac-
tion according to Ref. @5#. We calculate the one loop correc-
tion to the Ward-Takahashi identity of both the SUSY and
U(1)R symmetry perturbatively in the gauge-variant Green
function. It is shown that the additive mass correction ap-
pearing from the SUSY WT identity coincides with that from
the axial U(1)R symmetry as was suggested. This means that
both symmetries of the super Yang-Mills theory can be re-
covered simultaneously in the continuum with a single fine-
tuning of the gluino mass. We also investigate the mixing
behavior of the supercurrent with the on-shell condition for
gluino momentum and mass. The supercurrent mixes with
the gauge-invariant operator Tm as was predicted in Ref. @5#.
This current is related to the gamma-trace anomaly of the
supercurrent. An extra mixing with gauge-variant operators
occurs too. This is because we used the gauge-variant Green
function in our calculation. However, these extra mixings
vanish by setting the renormalized gluino mass to zero to-
gether with the on-shell condition.
This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we introduce©2000 The American Physical Society02-1
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the one loop calculation. In Sec. III we define the super
transformation on lattice and give the concerning SUSY WT
identity. The WT identity for U(1)R symmetry is also given
in this section. Sections IV and V are devoted to the calcu-
lation of quantum correction at one loop level for the axial
and SUSY Ward-Takahashi identity. Our conclusion is sum-
marized in Sec. VI.
The physical quantities are expressed in lattice units and
the lattice spacing a is suppressed unless necessary. We take
the SU(Nc) gauge group with the gauge coupling g, the gen-
erator Ta, and the structure constant f abc. The normalization
is given as tr(TaTb)5 12 dab.
II. ACTION AND FEYNMAN RULE
The SYM theory is given as a minimally gauge coupled
massless adjoint Majorana fermion system in the continuum.
In this paper we adopt the following lattice regularization
procedure @5#. The gauge part is given by a standard four-
dimensional Wilson plaquette action
Sgluon5(
n
(
mn
2
1
g2
Re tr~Un ,mUn1mˆ ,nUn1nˆ ,m
† Un ,n
† !.
~2.1!
The gluino part is given by the Wilson fermion,
Sgluino5(
n
trF12c¯ ~n !~2r1gm!Um~n !c~n1m!Um† ~n !
1
1
2c
¯ ~n1mˆ !~2r2gm!Um
† ~n !c~n !Um~n !
1~M14r !c¯ ~n !c~n !G
5(
n
tr@c¯ ~n !~2r1gm!Um~n !c~n1m!Um
† ~n !
1~M14r !c¯ ~n !c~n !# , ~2.2!
where gluino field c5caTa is the adjoint representation of
the gauge group and satisfies the Majorana condition,
c5cC5Cc¯ T, c¯ 5c¯ C5cT~2C21!. ~2.3!
The charge conjugation matrix is given as C5g2g0. We
used this condition in the second equality of Eq. ~2.2!. Our g
matrix convention is as follows:
g i5S 0 2is iis i 0 D , g45S 0 11 0 D ,
g5[g1g2g3g45S 1 00 21 D , ~2.4!
smn5
1
2 @gm ,gn# , ~2.5!01450e123451. ~2.6!
Weak-coupling perturbation theory is developed by writ-
ing the link variable as Ux ,m5eigAm(x1m
ˆ /2) and expanding it
in terms of gauge coupling g. We adopt a covariant gauge
fixing with a gauge parameter a defined by
SGF5(
n
1
2a F„mAma S n1 12mˆ D G
2
. ~2.7!
We set a51 in this paper. The ghosts do not contribute to
our present calculation at one loop level. The gluon propa-
gator can be written as
Gmn
ab ~p !5
1
4 sin2 p/2 Fdmn2~12a! 4 sin pm/2 sin pn/24 sin2 p/2 Gdab ,
~2.8!
where sin2 p/25(m sin2 pm/2.
The free gluino propagator is the same as that of the Dirac
fermion on the lattice,
SF
ab~p ![^ca~p !c¯ b~2p !&5
2i(mgm sin pm1W~p !
(msin2 pm1W~p !2
dab ,
~2.9!
where
W~p !5M1r(
m
~12cos pm!. ~2.10!
We set the Wilson parameter r51 in this paper. A peculiar
feature of the Majorana fermion is that the propagators
which connect two c’s or two c¯ ’s give the nonzero contri-
bution
^ca~p !cb~2p !&5SF
ab~p !~2C !,
^c¯ a~p !c¯ b~2p !&5C21SF
ab~p !. ~2.11!
In order to calculate the one loop correction to the SUSY
WT identity we need two kinds of gluon-gluino interaction
vertices
V1m
ab ,c~k ,p !52
1
2 g f
abcH gm cos 12 ~2km1pm!
2ir sin
1
2 ~2km1pm!J , ~2.12!
V2mn
ab ,cd~k ,p !5
1
8 g
2~ f ace f ebd1 f ade f ebc!H igm sin 12
3~2km1pm!2r cos
1
2 ~2km1pm!J dmn ,
~2.13!
and three gluon self-interaction vertices,2-2
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abc ~k ,l ,p !5
1
3 ig f
abcS dnr cos kn2 sin 12 ~p2l !m
1drm cos
lr
2 sin
1
2 ~k2p !n1dmn
3cos
pm
2 sin
1
2 ~ l2k !rD . ~2.14!
Our assignments of momentum and color factors for the ver-
tices are depicted in Fig. 1.
III. AXIAL AND SUSY WARD-TAKAHASHI IDENTITY
ON LATTICES
The U(1)R transformation is given as an axial rotation of
the gluino field,
dc5iag5c , dc¯ 5iac¯ g5 ~3.1!
with a rotation parameter a . The corresponding axial Ward-
Takahashi identity is given by
^~„m j5m~n !!O&52M ^DA~n !O&1^XA~n !O&
2 K dOda~n !L , ~3.2!
where the axial current j5m and the symmetry-breaking terms
DA , XA are
j5m~n !5trc¯ ~n !gmg5Um~n !c~n1m!Um† ~n !, ~3.3!
DA~n !5trc¯ ~n !g5c~n !, ~3.4!
FIG. 1. Quark-gluon vertices needed for our one-loop calcula-
tions.01450XA~n !52r(
m
trc¯ ~n !g5Um~n !c~n1m!Um† ~n !
1c¯ ~n !g5Um
† ~n2m!c~n2m!Um~n2m!
22c¯ ~n !g5c~n !. ~3.5!
„m is a backward derivative, O is some operator, and a(n)
is a localized transformation parameter. The trace is taken for
the color indices only.
On the other hand there are several choices for the defi-
nition of the supertransformation on the lattice. The restric-
tion is only to recover the proper form in the continuum
limit. Adding to this condition we require the supertransfor-
mation to commute with the parity transformation on the
lattice as in the continuum,
c~xW ,t !→cP~xWP,t !5g0c~2xW ,t !,
c¯ ~xW ,t !→c¯ P~xWP,t !5c¯ ~2xW ,t !g0 , ~3.6!
U0~xW ,t !→U0P~xWP,t !5U0~2xW ,t !,
Uk~xW ,t !→UkP~xWP,t !5Uk†~2xW2kˆ ,t !.
~3.7!
In this paper we adopt the following definition to satisfy the
above conditions:
djUm~n !5igj¯gm
1
2 @c~n !Um~n !1Um~n !c~n1m!# , ~3.8!
djUm
† ~n !52igj¯gm
1
2 Um
† ~n !c~n !1c~n1m!Um
† ~n !,
~3.9!
djc~n !52
1
2 smnjPmn~n !, ~3.10!
djc¯ ~n !5
1
2j
¯smnPmn~n !, ~3.11!
where j , j¯ are fermionic transformation parameters satisfy-
ing the Majorana condition. For the field strength Pmn we
employ the definition with clover plaquette,
Pmn~n !5
1
4 (i51
4 1
2ig Uimn~n !2Uimn
† ~n !, ~3.12!
U1mn~n !5Um~n !Un~n1mˆ !Um
† ~n1nˆ !Un
†~n !,
~3.13!
U2mn~n !5Un~n !Um
† ~n2mˆ 1nˆ !Un
†~n2mˆ !, ~3.14!
U3mn~n !5Um
† ~n2mˆ !Un
†~n2mˆ 2nˆ !
3Um~n2mˆ 2nˆ !Un~n2nˆ !, ~3.15!2-3
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†~n2nˆ !Um~n2nˆ !Un~n1mˆ 2nˆ !Um
† ~n !.
~3.16!
This definition is slightly different from the original one @5#.
By transforming the vacuum expectation value of some
operator
^O&5E dUdcOe2Sgluon2Sgluino ~3.17!
with a localized transformation parameter we find the SUSY
WT identity on the lattice,
^„mSm~n !O&5M ^DS~n !O&1^XS~n !O&2K dO
dj¯~n !
L ,
~3.18!
where the supercurrent Sm and the gluino mass term DS be-
comes
Sm~n !52
1
2 (rs srsgmtrPrs~n !Um~n !c~n1mˆ !Um
† ~n !
1Prs~n1m!Um
† ~n !c~n !Um~n !, ~3.19!
DS~n !5(
rs
srstrPrs~n !c~n !. ~3.20!
The explicit SUSY breaking term XS is given by a sum of
four terms
XS~n !5XS
(1)~n !1XS
(2)~n !1XS
(3)~n !1XS
(4)~n ! ~3.21!
with
XS
(1)~n !5 (
mrs
rsrs trH Prs~n !Fc~n !
2
1
2 Um~n !c~n1m!Um
† ~n !
2
1
2 Um
† ~n2m!c~n2m!Um~n2m!G J , ~3.22!
XS
(2)~n !5 (
mnrs
1
2 emnrsgng5 trUm
† ~n !c~n !
3Um~n !Prs~n1m!2Um~n2m!c~n !
3Um
† ~n2m!Prs~n2m!, ~3.23!
XS
(3)~n !5(
mn
gn trUm~n2m!c~n !Um† ~n2m!Hmn~n2m!
1Um
† ~n !c~n !Um~n !Hmn~n1m!
22c~n !Hmn~n !, ~3.24!
01450XS
(4)~n !52
1
2 ig(m $@gmc
a~n !#c¯ b~n !~2r1gm!
3cc~n1m!tr@Ta,Tb#Um~n !TcUm† ~n !
1@gmc
a~n !#c¯ b~n !~r1gm!c
c~n2m!
3tr@Ta,Tb#Um† ~n2m!TcUm~n2m!%,
~3.25!
where Hmn is given by a subtraction between the clover
leafs,
Hmn~n !5
1
8ig @U1,mn~n !2U1,mn
† ~n !1U4,mn~n !
2U4,mn
† ~n !2U2,mn~n !2U2,mn† ~n !
2U3,mn~n !2U3,mn† ~n !# . ~3.26!
Here we notice that XS
(2)
, XS
(3) come from the pure gauge
part and XS
(1)
, XS
(4) are originated from the gluino action.
Especially XS
(1) is given by transforming the gluino field in
the Wilson term.
At tree level the breaking terms due to the Wilson fermion
XS
(1)
, XS
(4) represent the O(a) irrelevant operator and those
from the plaquette action XS
(2)
, XS
(3) represent the O(a2) op-
erator. The SUSY WT identity is recovered in the continuum
with the gluino mass set to zero since all the irrelevant op-
erators vanish and the lattice supercurrent Sm(n) gives the
continuum form
Sm~n !→2(
rs
srsgm tr~Frsc!. ~3.27!
However, at one loop order every term gives the finite con-
tribution and the symmetry restoration becomes nontrivial.
Derivation of the Feynman rules for the supercurrent and
breaking terms is a straightforward but tedious task and the
results are very complicated. We omitted them in this paper.
IV. ONE LOOP CORRECTION TO AXIAL
WARD-TAKAHASHI IDENTITY
In this section we calculate the one loop correction to the
axial Ward-Takahashi identity. We consider the WT identity
with O5c(y)c¯ (z):
05^„m j5m~n !c~y !c¯ ~z !&22M ^DA~n !c~y !c¯ ~z !&
2^XA~n !c~y !c¯ ~z !&1dn ,yg5^c~n !c¯ ~z !&
1dn ,z^c~y !c¯ ~n !&g5 . ~4.1!
We calculate the quantum correction to each Green functions
in the identity. Although our fermion is Majorana the one
loop correction becomes the same as that for the Dirac fer-
mion system @14,15# except for the color factor. One loop
contributions to the Green functions ^(„m j5m)cc¯ & and2-4
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level full Green functions become
^~„m j5m!c~k !c¯ ~p !& full5
Z2
2ik1Zm21M
i~k1p !mTAgmg5
3
Z2
ip1Zm21M
, ~4.2!
^XAc~k !c¯ ~p !& full5
Z2
2ik1Zm21M
@ i~k1p !mXagmg5
1~XmM1X0!g5#
Z2
ip1Zm21M
.
~4.3!
The one loop correction to ^DAcc¯ & is given by the first
diagram in Fig. 2,
^DAc~k !c¯ ~p !& full5
Z2
2ik1Zm21M
TPg5
Z2
ip1Zm21M
.
~4.4!
In this paper we adopt the lattice scheme @16# and evalu-
ate the renormalization factors. This renormalization scheme
is given by a Taylor expansion around zero external momen-
tum and quark mass k5p5M50 and a zero momentum
subtraction. We start by rewriting the quantum correction as
TA~k ,p ,M !5@TA~k ,p ,M !2TA
cont~k ,p ,M !#1TA
cont~k ,p ,M !,
~4.5!
where TA
cont is a continuum form of quantum correction inte-
grated in the lattice loop momentum between 2p/a and
p/a . This TA
cont is introduced to treat the infrared divergence
of the massless theory which appears in TA at k5p5M
50. Since TA
cont has the same IR singularity, the IR diver-
FIG. 2. One loop diagrams which contribute to the operator
vertex correction in the axial Ward-Takahashi identity. G
5 j5m ,DA ,XA for the first diagram and G5 j5m ,XA for the remain-
ing three.01450gence is subtracted in the first term of Eq. ~4.5!. We can
evaluate it by a simple Taylor expansion around (k ,p ,M )
5(0,0,0). Meanwhile the second term should be calculated
carefully with some IR cutoff. In this paper we introduce a
gluon mass l into the gluon propagator inside the loop as an
IR cutoff.1 We can evaluate TA
cont quite simply with a Taylor
expansion in terms of (k ,p ,M ) keeping l finite,
TA
cont~k ,p ,M ;l!5TA
cont~0;l!1km
]TA
cont~0;l!
]km
1 ,
~4.6!
where TA
cont(0;l) contributes to the renormalization of the
operator and the remaining terms are O(a) errors.
In this scheme the vertex corrections are given as follows:
TA511
g2
16p2
NcF2log~la !2
p2
26.977G , ~4.7!
TP511
g2
16p2
NcF24 log~la !2
p2
12.585G ,
~4.8!
Xa5
g2
16p2
Nc~8.664!, ~4.9!
Xm5
g2
16p2
Nc~219.285!, ~4.10!
X05
g2
16p2
Nc~102.8694!. ~4.11!
Numerical errors of the finite parts in this section are in the
last digit written. The gluino wave function and mass renor-
malization factors are evaluated by the quantum correction to
the gluino propagator,
Z2511
g2
16p2
NcF log~la !2
p2
115.641G , ~4.12!
Zm511
g2
16p2
NcF3 log~la !2
p2
28.584G . ~4.13!
We sum up the one loop level Green functions in the form of
the WT identity in order to see the mixing behavior of the
operators.
1The IR cutoff l is canceled if we move to the modified minimal
subtraction (MS) scheme @16,17#. The renormalization factors
which connect the operators evaluated on lattice to that of the MS
scheme are independent of the gluon mass l and are consistent with
those calculated with other IR cutoff-like external momentum
schemes @18# at the one loop level.2-5
YUSUKE TANIGUCHI PHYSICAL REVIEW D 63 014502GA5^~„m j5m!c~k !c¯ ~p !& full22M ^DAc~k !c¯ ~p !& full2^XAc~k !c¯ ~p !& full
5
Z2
2ik1Zm21M F i~k1p !m~TA2Xa!gmg522S M S TP1
Xm
2 D1 X02 Dg5G Z2ip1Zm21M
5Z2ZA21^~]m j5m!c~k !c¯ ~p !&R2Z2Xa^~]m j5m!c~k !c¯ ~p !&R22M R^DAc~k !c¯ ~p !&R, ~4.14!where suffix R means the renormalized quantity and Xa rep-
resents a mixing between the explicit breaking term and the
axial vector current. Here we notice that Xa is an O(g2)
quantity and we will make use of the relation Z2Xa5Xa
1O(g4) in the following discussion.
The gluino mass is renormalized as
M R5Zm
21~M2S0!, ~4.15!
where S0 is an additive mass correction
S052
X0
2 5
g2
16p2
Nc~251.4347!, ~4.16!
which gives the critical hopping parameter corresponding to
the chiral symmetric point
Kc5
1
8 S 12 S04 D . ~4.17!
The multiplicative mass renormalization factor evaluated
from the WT identity agrees with that from the gluino propa-
gator
Zm
215Z2S TP1 Xm2 D512 g
2
16p2
NcF3 log~la !2
p2
28.584G .
~4.18!
The renormalization factor of the axial vector current is
given with the relation
~ j5m!R5ZA~ j5m!bare ~4.19!
and becomes
ZA
215Z2TA511
g2
16p2
Nc~8.664!. ~4.20!
As is easily seen, contribution ZA from the bare axial vector
current and Xa from the explicit breaking term cancel each
other
ZA
212Xa51.000, ~4.21!
and a proper form of the axial WT identity is recovered
automatically for the renormalized quantities @14#0145005^]m j5m~n !c~y !c¯ ~z !&R22M R^DA~n !c~y !c¯ ~z !&R
1dn ,yg5^c~n !c¯ ~z !&R1dn ,z^c~y !c¯ ~n !&Rg5 . ~4.22!
V. ONE LOOP CORRECTION TO SUSY
WARD-TAKAHASHI IDENTITY
We consider the following SUSY WT identity with O
5Aa(y)c(z):
05^„mSm~n !Aa~y !c¯ ~z !&2M ^DS~n !Aa~y !c¯ ~z !&
2^XS~n !Aa~y !c¯ ~z !&1dn ,yga^c~y !c¯ ~z !&
1dn ,z
1
2 srs^Aa~y !Prs~z !& . ~5.1!
Although these Green functions are gauge variant we can
derive gauge-independent quantities such as the additive
mass correction correctly. One loop corrections to the Green
functions ^(„mSm)Aac¯ &, ^DSAac¯ &, and ^XS(i)Aac¯ & with i
51,2,3 are given by the diagrams in Fig. 3. The one loop
correction to the explicit breaking term with i54 is given by
the two diagrams in Fig. 4.
As in the previous section we adopt the lattice scheme
@16# and introduce the gluon mass l here again in order to
settle the IR divergence of the massless theory at vanishing
external momentum. At the one loop level all the IR diver-
gence comes from the first four diagrams of Fig. 3 and can
be regularized with this scheme. The fermion loops in Fig. 4
do not have any IR divergence.
In order to investigate the full Green function we need to
evaluate the wave function renormalization factors of the
gluino and gluon fields. The Z2 for the gluino field is treat-
able in the lattice scheme with gluon mass l . However, Z3 of
the gluon field has a contribution from the fermion and ghost
loops and all the IR divergence at vanishing external mo-
mentum cannot be regularized with gluon mass l . The lattice
scheme @16# is not appropriate to renormalize the whole op-
erators in the SUSY WT identity. Meanwhile the additive
correction to the gluino mass and the mixing coefficient of
the supercurrent with extra current Tm are free from the IR
divergence at the one loop level and need not be multiplied
with the wave renormalization factor Z2Z3 since they are
O(g2) values. They can be investigated in any renormaliza-
tion schemes appropriately at the one loop level. In this pa-
per we will adopt the lattice scheme for simplicity and con-2-6
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to the operator vertex correction in the SUSY WT
identity. G5Sm ,DS ,XS
(123)
.centrate on these problems of additive mass correction and
the operator mixing and evaluate the concerning vertex cor-
rections only.
We calculate the one loop contribution imposing the on-
shell condition to the external gluino momentum,
G~ ip1M R!50, ~5.2!
where G represents some operator vertex. This is applicable
to the bare mass inside the one loop correction by making
FIG. 4. One loop diagrams which contribute to the explicit
SUSY breaking term; G5XS
(4)
.01450use of the relation g2M5g2M R1O(g4). The one loop level
vertex correction to the Green functions ^(„mSm)Aac¯ & and
^DSAac¯ & are
^~„mSm!Aa~k !c¯ ~p !&15
1
k2
~km1pm!knsnagmTS(S)
1~dmak2kmga!TT(S)
1
ip1M ,
~5.3!
^DSAa~k !c¯ ~p !&15
1
k2
~ iMkmsmaTD
(D)1papTGP(D)
1p2gaTGM
(D) !
1
ip1M , ~5.4!
where
TS
(S)5
g2
16p2
NcS 227.874~1 !1 2p2Nc2 D , ~5.5!
TT
(S)5
g2
16p2
Nc@6.372~1 !# , ~5.6!
TD
(D)5
g2
16p2
NcS 23 ln~la !2
p2
223.6453~7 !1
2p2
Nc
2 D ,
~5.7!2-7
2kapTGK2papTGP 2p gaTGM#ip1M , ~5.17!
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(D)5
g2
16p2
Nc@1.000~1 !# , ~5.8!
TGM
(D) 5
g2
16p2
Nc@21.000~1 !# . ~5.9!
The finite term proportional to 1/Nc emerges from the last
tadpole diagram in Fig. 3. In the above the finite part of the
loop correction is evaluated by performing the loop integrals
with the Monte Carlo routine VEGAS in double precision. We
employ 20 sets of 106 points for integration. Errors are esti-
mated from the variation of integrated values over the sets.
We eliminated the terms when their coefficients become
smaller than the numerical errors. Here we remind the reader
that the logarithmic divergence appears only in the term con-
cerning the mass renormalization. The one loop contribution
to the explicit breaking term ^XSAac¯ & is given by
^XSAa~k !c¯ ~p !&15
1
k2
@~k1p !mknsnagmTS(X)
1~dmak2kmga!TT(X)1ikmsma
3~TD
add1MTD
(X)!1kapTGK(X)1p2gaTGM(X) #
3
1
ip1M , ~5.10!
where
TS
(X)5
g2
16p2
Nc@27.775~1 !# , ~5.11!
TT
(X)5
g2
16p2
Nc@3.3716~7 !# , ~5.12!
TD
add.5
g2
16p2
Nc@51.4345~5 !# , ~5.13!
TABLE I. Contribution to additive mass correction from each
XS
(i) at r51. 80% of the contribution is given by XS
(1) and XS
(4)
.
XS
i XS
(1) XS
(2) XS
(3) XS
(4)
TD
add(i) 42.2083(5) 7.32191(2) 2.85525(4) 20.95093(2)01450TD
(X)5
g2
16p2
Nc@11.130~1 !# , ~5.14!
TGK
(X)5
g2
16p2
Nc@22.000~1 !# , ~5.15!
TGM
(X) 5
g2
16p2
Nc@21.842~2 !# . ~5.16!
Here we should notice that the one loop correction to the
SUSY explicit breaking term XS produces an additive mass
correction given by Eq. ~5.13!. This additive correction co-
incides with that from the axial Ward-Takahashi identity
~4.16! within a numerical error. This fact confirms the pre-
diction of Ref. @5# that the supersymmetry is recovered at the
same fine-tuning point as the axial U(1)R symmetry. We
have a comment on the origin of this additive correction. The
SUSY explicit breaking term XS can be classified into four
parts XS
(i)
. XS
(1) is given by supertransforming the gluino
fields of the Wilson term, XS
(4) appears from the gluino action
by transforming the link variable in the covariant derivative.
XS
(2)
, XS
(3) are originated from the gluon plaquette action.
Since the additive mass in the axial WT identity ~4.16! is due
to the axial symmetry-breaking term given by rotating the
Wilson term, it might have been expected that the additive
correction in the SUSY WT identity comes only from XS
(1)
,
XS
(4) which are directly related to the Wilson term. However,
XS
(1)
, XS
(4) produces only 80% of TD
add and remaining 20% is
a contribution from XS
(2)
, XS
(3)
. Contributions from each XS
(i)
is given in Table I. The Wilson parameter dependence of
TD
add is given nontrivially inside the diagram multiplying
XS
(2)
, XS
(3) with the Wilson parameter in the gluino propaga-
tor and the interaction vertex. We depicted the r dependence
of S0 and TD
add in Table II, which are in good agreement for
every r within a numerical error.
Summing up all the vertex contributions we can investi-
gate the mixing behavior.
GS
(1)5^~„mSm!Aa~k !c¯ ~p !&12M ^DSAa~k !c¯ ~p !&1
2^XSAa~k !c¯ ~p !&1
5
1
k2
@~km1pm!knsnagm~TS(S)2TS(X)!
1~dmak2kmga!TT(1)2ikmsma~MTD(1)1TDadd!
(X) (D) 2 1TABLE II. Wilson parameter dependence of the additive mass correction from axial and SUSY WT
identity. Both results are in good agreement for every r within a numerical error.
r 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
TD
add 0 19.793(8) 30.707(8) 38.286(7) 44.964(8) 51.4345(5)
S0 0 19.791(1) 30.695(2) 38.283(3) 44.960(4) 51.4346(1)2-8
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TT
(1)5TT
(S)2TT
(X)5
g2
16p2
Nc@3.000~2 !# , ~5.18!
TD
(1)5TD
(D)1TD
(X)
5
g2
16p2
NcS 23 ln~la !2
p2
212.515~2 !1
2p2
Nc
2 D ,
~5.19!
TGM5TGM
(D) 1TGM
(X) 5
g2
16p2
Nc@22.842~3 !# .
~5.20!
We consider the mixing property of the operators by making
use of the following conditions for the renormalized Green
functions at small momentum:
^~]mSm!Aa~k !c¯ ~p !&R5
1
k2
~km1pm!knsnagm
1
ip1M ,
~5.21!
^~]mTm!Aa~k !c¯ ~p !&R5
1
k2
~km1pm!~dmak
2kmga!
1
ip1M ,
~5.22!
^DSAa~k !c¯ ~p !&R5
1
k2
Miknsna
1
ip1M ,
~5.23!
^~]mAm]c!Aa~k !c¯ ~p !&R52 1k2 kap
1
ip1M , ~5.24!
^~Am]m]c!Aa~k !c¯ ~p !&R52 1k2 pap
1
ip1M , ~5.25!
^~A ]m]mc!Aa~k !c¯ ~p !&R52 1k2 p
2ga
1
ip1M .
~5.26!
Here we introduce a gauge-invariant fermionic current with
dimension 7/2
Tm~n !52 tr@Pmn~n !gnc~n !# . ~5.27!
We can easily see that the first term in Eq. ~5.17! with TS(S)
contributes to the multiplicative normalization factor of the
supercurrent. The second term with TT
(1) represents the mix-
ing with a gauge-invariant current Tm as was discussed in
Ref. @5#. Mixing with Tm is also reported in the continuum01450theory with the dimensional regularization @19#. This term is
related to the gamma-trace anomaly corresponding to the
super conformal symmetry breaking. Its coefficient TT
(1)
should be identical with the one loop level b function of the
N51 SYM theory,
TT
(1)5
g2
16p2
3Nc52
b1-loop
g ~5.28!
as was required for the gamma-trace anomaly @12#. This con-
dition is satisfied in our calculation ~5.18!. TDadd in the third
term gives the additive mass correction, which coincides
with S0 from the axial WT identity ~4.16!. TD
(1) contributes
to the multiplicative mass renormalization factor.
The remaining three terms are mixing with gauge-variant
operators. These mixings are because we adopted gauge-
variant operator O5Aa(y)c(z) in Eq. ~5.1! and a fixed
gauge in the perturbative calculation. However, these extra
mixings disappear if we impose an on-shell condition to the
gluino momentum and set the renormalized gluino mass to
zero
ip52M R50. ~5.29!
At last we have a comment on the renormalization of the
whole operators in the SUSY WT identity. In order to derive
the multiplicative renormalization factors of the supercurrent
and gluino mass we need an appropriate renormalization
scheme like @20#, in which the IR divergence of the fermion
and ghost loop is treatable. We have the same form of the
vertex correction as in Eqs. ~5.3!, ~5.4!, ~5.10! even if we
change the renormalization scheme. Once the gluino and
gluon wave-function renormalization factors Z2 , Z3 are
given the supercurrent is renormalized as
~Sm!bare5ZS
21~Sm!R1TT
(S)~Tm!R ~5.30!
with
ZS
215AZ3Z2~11TS(S)!. ~5.31!
If we sum up all the contributions to the SUSY WT identity
GS5^~„mSm!Aa~k !c¯ ~p !& full2M ^DSAa~y !c¯ ~z !& full
2^XSAa~k !c¯ ~p !& full, ~5.32!
the one loop corrections to the supercurrent and the explicit
breaking term shall cancel out
ZS
212TS
(X)51, ~5.33!
and the proper form of the SUSY WT identity with gamma
trace anomaly term is supposed to be recovered for the renor-
malized quantities.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper we regularize the supersymmetric Yang-
Mills theory on the lattice with the Wilson plaquette action
for the gluon and the Wilson fermion for the gluino. In this2-9
YUSUKE TANIGUCHI PHYSICAL REVIEW D 63 014502regularization the supersymmetry and axial U(1)R symmetry
of the continuum SYM theory are broken explicitly. How-
ever, both of the symmetries can be recovered in the con-
tinuum by fine-tuning the mass parameter.
In order to see this restoration process we calculated the
one loop correction to the SUSY Ward-Takahashi identity
perturbatively. It is shown that the additive mass correction
~the critical mass! given by the SUSY Ward-Takahashi iden-
tity coincides with that from the axial WT identity. This
means the SUSY and the U(1)R symmetry can be restored
simultaneously in the continuum limit with a single fine-
tuning of the gluino mass. Since tuning to the chiral symmet-
ric point is a well-known subject in computer simulation,
there would have been no technical difficulty in dealing with
the SYM system on the lattice even nonperturbatively if the
axial U(1)R symmetry had no anomaly. The chiral symmet-
ric point cannot be given by the vanishing pion mass for the
anomalous U(1)R symmetry of SYM and an alternative
method is needed. Application of the vacuum degeneracy of
residual Z2Nc symmetry due to gluino condensation seems to
be hopeful @10#.
The supercurrent on the lattice mixes nontrivially with014502Tm . If we can extract this gamma-trace anomaly part non-
perturbatively from the SUSY WT identity, we may be able
to evaluate the exact b function of the N51 SYM theory.
A peculiar point in our calculation is that the SUSY
breaking term given by supertransforming the plaquette ac-
tion also contributes to the additive mass correction. There-
fore when we consider using the domain-wall fermion as a
gluino part, it is nontrivial to see the disappearance of the
additive mass correction because the domain-wall fermion
system contains the Wilson term in its action before integrat-
ing out the unphysical heavy modes. The negative unity Wil-
son parameter remains in the gluino-gluon interaction vertex.
This is a fascinating future problem.
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